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Sir- Humphrey Trevelyan is shortly to see Colonel Nasser
to discuss the next steps to be tafcen in the Sudan. The
Sudanese Parliament has asked the eo-domini to agree to a
plebiscite, to decide between union and independence. No
reply has yet been sent.
2.
It has been rumoured in Khartoum and Cairo that the Egyptian
Government might be preparing to make a unilateral declaration
.of independence for the Sudan.

Present indications are, however,

that Colonel Nasser may not be willing to take this step or even .
to agree to a plebiscite, but may rather insist that we keep
to the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement. The Governor-General has now
recommended that:(a) we and the Egyptians should declare that the Sudan will be
independent;
(b) the Sudanese Parliament should be made responsible for
drawing up the constitution and a new electoral law, and,
(c) an international commission should supervise (b).
Ar ,gument
3. "we cannot proceed very far without carrying the Egyptians
,1th us, so that oar policy must depend to some extent on what
Colonel Nasser is prepared to do.

If he agrees to a

declaration of independence, the Secretary of State has already
agreed that we should explore this with him.

The following

- arguments suggest that such a declaration would be the best way
of deciding the Sudan's future.

If would be difficult to hold

a satisfactory plebiscite in the Sudan, particularly since the
recent disturbances in the South.

Already the main Sudanese

- parties are tnown to be sounding the Egyptians about a
declaration, as they did before the plebiscite resolution was
formulated.

She possibility of the Sudanese taking matters

into their own hands, especially after the British and Egyptian
troops have all been withdrawn in November, is not entirely out
of t'he question.

Moreover, the Governor-General feels that
/in
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in his position he is powerless and that it would be better
from all points of view if the constitutional processes could
be as short and simple as possible.

Sovereignty would be held

in suspenje until the constitution had been drawn up and a
permanent Sudanese Parliament elected under it.

We should like

the constitution to make satisfactory provisions for the South
and we should hope that talks would be held between the North and South before independence would be granted.
U.

On the other hand Colonel Nasser may not agree to this line.

He may either wish to hold a plebiscite, followed by the election
of a Constituent Assembly (which the Egyptians could try to buy off)
or he might wish to keep strictly to the processes laid down in the
Anglo-lgyptian Agreement.

In this event there might be considerable

advantage if we were to take the initiative and put to him the
Governor-General's proposals.

If Colonel

them down flatly we could then discreetly
co-domini stood in the matter.
5.
Egyptian policy towards the Sudan is largely influenced by the
need for a solution of the Nile Waters problem to enable work to
start on the Aswan High Dam. Nasser may,be reluctant to acquiesce
in the independence of the Sudan before that problem is finally
settled.

We have independently come to the conclusion that tripartite

talks at the technical level offer the best hope of breaking the
present deadlock in'negotiations between the Sudan and Egypt.

There

might now be advantage in proposing such talks to Colonel Nasser.
We cannot, however, link Nile Waters with the offer of independence
but it might be an idea to mention both proposals to Colonel Nasser
at the same interview.

Whatever the outcome of the discussions of

self-determination we could still go ahead with tripartite talks.
A despatch has been prepared and if the above policy is approved a
telegram summarising the contents of the despatch would be sent to
Khartoum and Cairo.

6.
That:

.
/(a)
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(a) If Colonel Has** is thinking on the lines of a
aeclaration of independence Sir H. Trevelyan could
be instructed to agree ana worfc out the terms of a
joint comwinication to the Sudanese Government;
(b) if Colonel Hasser floes not agree to (a) Sir H.
Trevelyan should put for«ra the Governor-General's
proposals;
(o) . should propose tripartite talks on Nile Waters to
the Egyptians
attached^:,, ~ '* W
Braft telegram*
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Sudan Independence - Appreciation of the
Governor-General's latest proposals.

Confidential.

We are considering proposals to shorten
the process of Self-Determination in the Sudan.

Draft,

Hotes for

The Governor-General'has recommended that:(a) we and the Egyptians should declare that
the Sudan •will be independentj

Discussion.

(b) the Sudan Parliaraent should be made
responsible for making the Constitution
and new electoral law;
(c) an International Commission should Supervise

2.
CO

The Egyptian position is not known.

We

thought they were in favour of (a) but, since

E
'

the departure of Salah Salem, we are not sure.
Salah Salem agreed in advance to accept a

HI

Sudanese request for a decision by plebiscite
but Nasser is hedging.

He may be going to

try to stick on the 1953 agreement (possibly
69
O
H

in order not to lose the measure of control

O
2

Egypt still has through the Condominium before

5

getting an understanding on Nile waters and

O

other questions of common interest). He may,
however, be ready to agree to drastic measures
to shorten Self-Determination.
D.K. .P^sition.^
3. We cannot proceed far in any direction
without taking the Egyptians with us. If they
are willing to go, we could adopt a positive
attitude to the Governor-General's proposals.
The reasons he gives for a short cut are
generally acceptable.

We have decided to

leave the Sudan and the longer we remain
/there

F.O.P.
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there the longer the coat we shall trail.
•And the possibilities
fur embarrassment
are nearly
I
. .
i
**
2 of . g
unlimited.

.!£&•' main Parliamentary Groups^ two

strong and many other religious sects, and two
* racial groups, all with sub-divisions, all
intertwined, are 4i(JSfer for support wherever
they can find it.

For the present - magical ~

moment they seem to be agreed on one thing Indpendence.
k<>

The mechanics for a" quick solution are

discussed below (para. 7 }.

.If we adopt them

with the Egyptians willing, or persuade the
Egyptians to accept them, we shall not evade
V

inevitable legacy of being held to blame for
whatever happens by anyone who wants a convenient
'scapegoat.

(A

X

I-

It is pretty certain that, whatever

we do, the 3 provinces which comprise the Soutfc
Sudan, will blame us for something.

z

UJ

But we agreed

in 1953 that they were part of the Sudan and tfcere is
really nothing we can <3o to help thenijConsistert

UJ
£Q

with that decision, except back the Governor-

o
I-

General and our future representatives in the

G

Sudan in urging the Government to adopt a moderate
and progressive policy towards the Sout|i»
EgyptianPosition.
5.

The methods adopted by Salah Salem to

the Sudan into the Egyptian camp have failed,
Nasser has taken over and his ideas are not- yelj
known,

ife thought he intended to make friends

with El Jkzhari and the Sudan Government and
rely on goodwill to achieve Egyptian aims. Therje
is a possibility, however, that he may want to
postpone Self-De termination, e.g.

by sticking ojn the

1953 Agreement in order to gain time and a
/hand
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hand for settling the Hile waters
6.

Our atti&wkon the last question could be

to try to persuade the Egyptians that any
attempt to coerce the Sudanese nn thr inttic.r
would be met by intransigence and might result
in the Sudanese taking their future into their
own hands as soon as British and Egyptian troops
have left in November.

Much better to try to

bring the,Sudanese, Egyptians and ourselves
+*lk*
together in primarily technical a^ort-^0:1*11, as
equals, with a view to a future agreement.

z
o

Mechanics

z
o

•

7.

The Sudanese Parliament; has formally
OB independenfl^Gmon -with Egypt
re'solved to ask for a plebiscite/. The Egyptians

o

(i.e. Salem) publicly said in advance that they

DO
m

would accept and we followed suit.

Practically,

a plebiscite, particularly in the South, would
not be easy nor very conclusive but would

m
z

appear to the world to be a "fair" solution.
The Egyptians, having proclaimed, their support,

-I

would be very rash now to oppose it.

to

may be superseded if the idea of a quicker sol-

I

But it

ution gains support.
8.

z

There has been talk in Cairo and Khartoum

of a declaration by the Egyptians and ourselves,
giving independence to the Sudan.

This, which

the Governor-General advocates, raises the
following issues:j

(a) what date would independence.be effective?
(b).who would legally inherit?

Presumably the

present Government and Parliament;
(c) who would draw up the Constitution^

If

we accept the Governor-General's arguments
against trying to hold elections, we are
/left
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v

left with the present Parliament or some
commission they may nominate 1 ;-'"3
(d) <3o we need an International Commission?
The Sudanese have jQirtCLl^. asked for one.

The

Commission could do a valuable job in relation] to
constitution-making but their powers would
probably not be great and would be less if

o

11
01

no
01

independence became effective before the
constitution-making were completed.

At best,

in these circumstances, their presence would
act as a check against extremism and give
a measure of international backing to the
new Constitution.
9.
If we go for a solution on these lines,
and the Egyptians are willing, the revision ,

z

3
Z
CD

0
03

m

of the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement of 1953 will
be 10 more than a technical process.

m
z

en

Io

z
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COIFIIiM'IAL
FEOM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cyther/QTP
Sir H. Trevelyai
.. ..-1-362
October 1, 1955

POREIM OFFICJ SiCREf AID
DlgTRIBHTION

D: 12.15 a.m. October 2, 1955
R: 2*23'a.». O^tQler-2* 1955

CONFIDSHHAL

Iddresged t® Ftreip .Of flee ..telegram No»136$
Repeated' for isformati®! to G©tern®r General
U.K.TXU Khartoum
B.I.E.Q.

telegram No.*1289: Sadai.
At the end of the Interview reptrted in
© Nasser for a few minutes ©n the

jO.QtQiber

teiegrwl N©«1361,

2, lasser said that they would ®^r@© to the plebiscite,
ctild B©t agree t© declare Sudanese independence f@r tw®
First, althaugh he heliewd that the pr©spects of
were ®ter tad that the St3dai wtuld vote far independence *
he cOTld ra©t take the ioitiatiire in declaring independence,
sinee this would mean the jnatollo ahandtnient ©f those Sudanese
wh© were still in ftwur of the link with Igypt* Sec©idly» and
he seemed to attach ®©r© i®t©rtance t© this, it w©uld make his
©vra internal pesltiM tery difficult if he sh©uld take the
initiative." ia ahaid@ilng what had Tseea an important aid @f the
re.?tlutioi.
3» I then asked him whether he
1 IT it log the Sudanese Parliament to
said that this wtuld n®t help t© get
since ovezye&e teew that the present

would agree to the c©
declare on the issue* H®
over his difficulties
parliament was in favour

4» I thes said that I would ask far his r©acti©us on a
further possibility* emphasizing that my questlts was made ©n a
purely personal "btils. If we agreed, ii spite ©f the difficulties,
to ha?e a' ple^iseite arid the result was in faY@ir of independence f
would he then agree, ©ice this Issip was ©ut of the way t© the
existing
parliament
"being empowered t© draft its new ceBstititioa
O
y p
and ctogliOTr tjw Sudaa an independent State ? H© did n@t
©ut a^ji p®^|bility, and said that he w©uld ha?e t@ think
the |^a. >, ,
/ , . , , .
?>
r*
/ 5* My c®mai©nts
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COliTOFiTAL
Pair® telegram Ha.,... 1362 t@ Foreign .Office.
' «• O «*

59.

My 'Mr
6©ffi®8®tS
JrtJ^J
-«^*«««L»
w-

f@ll®W»

Ftre:i.gi: Office please pass t© &©ver«©r General a«d
IMted Kingd©« Trade G©fflmissl©ners Khart©ia» as ny telegrams
N©s. 171 aid 182
[Repeated t® CJoirentr General aid

United lingdem Trade C«alssi«ers

Cr G
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». 1955
Qoto%« 2, 1955,

Itpttttt for

to dov^mor Otavzil. Smrtotm

eitett

Hie situation foresees IB pamgnik 3 of yotur telegram Io». 1988°
has happily not arisen* Kasser hai accepted the plebiscite* H®
also rseopi&es the inevitability of Sutanese independence, although,
for tDodftrstandable reasons, lit will not tafce the Initiative in
it. In the Gireiaastanees 1 jreoomi«ii ttat the
now nply to the Sudanese tectptiag th^.j* proposals for
a pl*isoite and International- CoMiissiom, and that we and tit
Igyptitss should get to work on the changes necessary Im -fee Sudan
the coBsisslom*s terms of refere&es*
f,.
e

I fio mot men like th@ ccssBlssioa as at present
I 10 not see how we oan get oat of turfing lt#
•it vay-be a4hrl sable -to prevent it. having too
3*

Heaflsnile* we eta
Hasser to- agree to the pjwseat
t after the eonerlnsion of the plebiscite, feeing
to draw up' the constitution ®nl torn itself into- the first
of the Intepenftent State, If tie loss not agree, then a
sal as election for a Perllftmtnt Assesibly e*
ii we oan tfee®. aim at avoiding a ssecosi
bt : Iteld
4.
w

5*

ff

•fee Sudanese Parliaoent proposy sometMig

it*

point of view of * this post, I should see a
In a ieclsiom to tell Ike italamese or
/elffewhere that

6XSC,

of

f
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•

elsewhere that we tmw
the proposal for a
@ && thut Hasser lias turneft it ftosra, I hope,.
thmt if JOT consider tliat there wouli be
itt such a course, I nay Imw m opportmdty to
3^* -flews before the teolsiom in taken.
ojtg Office pleas® pass Priority Governor
tut U^l.T.C. Hitrtowm us la^r Megrsims Hos. 172 wf 183
to Qowxnor Qe&enl ami tJmltet Kiagfoa
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Intelligence Brief
No. 1806

August i,

IMPLICATIONS FOR EGYPTIAN-SUDANESE RELATIONS OF
AN INDEPENDENT SUDAN
Office of Intelligence Research

Present indications are that the Sudanese
will choose independence rather than union with
Egypt when the time comes early in 1956 for them to
decide their future. Although Egypt is still actively
promoting union, particularly among southern Sudanese,
the Egyptians will probably accept the emergence of an
independent Sudan once this becomes explicit. Should
the consequent Sudanese Government disintegrate into
warring factions — and this is not beyond the realm
of possibility — any resulting threat to Egypt's
share of the Nile waters would be sure to provoke a
strong Egyptian reaction which in its extreme might
take the form of forcible intervention.
. .
.tose ^-Determination. The basic procedures
by which the Sudanese will choose independence or union with Egypt
^ ** *&<>-*&#»» Agreement on the Sudan S*
. This agreement provides that once the Prime Minister
^successful completion of the Sudanization of the
administration, the Parliament may pass a resolution asking that
arrangements for self-determination be put in motion and that the
coaominl withdraw their troops within three months. The Sudanese
Government will then draw up a draft law for the election of a
Constituent Assembly subject to the approval of the existing
Sudanese Parliament and the Governor General.
*t. c,Sudanization is now complete and an extraordinary session of
the Sudanese Parliament (elected in December 1953) is expected to
meet in August to pass the necessary legislation. Although the
Egyptian and UK governments have not yet reached final agreement as
to precise procedures to be followed, an international commission will
then be established to supervise the election of the Constituent
Assembly, probably in the winter of 1955 or early 1956. This assembly
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will have three functions: (l) to choose independence or some form
of link with Egypt, (2) draw up a constitution for the Sudan, and
(3) draft an electoral law for the election of a Sudanese Parliament,
The responsibilities of the international commission will cease once
the Parliament has been elected. Considerable sentiment exists in
the Sudan for a direct plebiscite on self-determination, but there are
no present indications that the procedures set forth in the UK-Egyptian
agreement will be amended,
Probable Outcome of the Vote on Self^Determination, Once the
Constituent Assembly is elected, there is every indication that it
will choose independence for the Sudan* The membership of the new
body is likely to include a majority of the present Parliament, which
overwhelmingly favors independence. Although the two major parties —
the majority National Union Party (UUP) and the Ummah Party — oppose
each other on many issues, they appear to be agreed on the question of
independence, A small segment of the NUP under the leadership of the
pro-Egyptian former Minister of Public Works Muhammad Nur al-Din, may
break away from the party but this will not affect the result.
Deputies of the small Republican Independence Party, which split off
from the NUP in early 1955, are also committed to independence.
Deputies from the largely illiterate southern Sudan are still uncommitted,
The Egyptian. Position, Egypt, crucially dependent on the
uninterrupted flow of the Nile for its livelihood and anxious for an
even greater share of the waters in order to realize a development
program on which the RCC's political future may hang, has a definite
stake in the future of the Sudan, Egypt has long feared the emergence
of an independent Sudan because the two countries have competitive
economies which could give rise to serious political divergencies,
The Hasir regime believes that its interests would best be served by
a federation of the two countries under which Egypt would have a
controlling voice in policies of common interest.
The Egyptians have been discomfited by the NUP's abrupt
abandonment of its pro-Egyptian, unionist policy in April 1$55 and by
the inconclusiveness of Sudanese-Egyptian talks on the division of
the Nile waters. The abortive negotiations held in Cairo during
late 195U and early 1955 ended in mutual recrimination, and subsequent
discussions have not yet led to concrete agreement.
Prom the 1953 Sudanese elections until late 195U, Egyptians
under the aegis of Minister of Sudan Affairs Salah Salim were
active and free-spending in their efforts to win over Sudanese
political leaders. There followed a lull of several months
SECRET
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- 3in Egyptian activities in the Sudan, concommitant with reports
from Cairo that the RCC was apparently gradually accepting the
inevitability of an independent Sudan. More recently, and
particularly since the breakdown in the Nile waters talks,
Egyptians have been reported active in the southern Sudan. On.,
the basis of these reports, it would seem that Egypt may be
seeking out the "soft underbelly" of the Sudan in a last-ditch
effort to break up the independence movement.
Egyptian persuasiveness, money, and incitement can be
expected to generate some support in the southern part of the
country, which is culturally separate if not antipathetic to
the Arab-oriented north.1 For the most part, however, southern
political leaders distrust the Egyptians even more than they do
the northern Sudanese and many of them would prefer the British
to either. While the deputies from the largely illiterate
southern Sudan are the most venal in Sudan public life, this
long-standing distrust of Egypt will militate against any sweeping
success for the current Egyptian campaign.
In an apparent effort to improve Egyptian-Sudanese relations,
Sudanese Prime Minister al-Azhari attended the anniversary
celebration of Egyptian Revolution in Cairo on July 23, where he
reportedly intended to urge the Egyptians to recognize and accept
the strength of Sudanese sentiment for independence.
Will Egypt Accept an Independent Sudan? The Egyptian-: regime
will probably accept the emergence of an independent Sudan. • Such a
development is not likely to damage seriously the Egyptian regime's
internal prestige so long as Egypt and the Sudan can arrive at
some mutually acceptable agreement on the division of the unallocated
Kile waters. Both parties hope for early agreement. Successful
conclusion of such an agreement remains of paramount political
importance to the Egyptian regime.
Should post-independence developments lead the Egyptian Government
to believe that its interests in the Kile waters are threatened,
Egypt might attempt to intervene forceably to protect its interests.
It is unlikely that the Egyptians would resort to such intervention
for any lesser reason.
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for the Area ST^iid Egypt and the Sudan be Unified.
a refflote possibility, the Sudanese choose ^nxtyfUl

Israel remains high.

Egyptian expansion beyond the Sudanese borders.
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. 1.15 a f a* Ootober ?f 1955

Sir H. f revelyaft
He*. .1396.:

% .2.23

October 6, 1955

a.m, October 7., 1955

X
Addr@gs.ed to

O 10®, telegram Wo. 1if€.

Repeated for informati.cn to

T<mr telegram Io# I8S

ieneral Ihart0aii#

(not to all).

presented, the oourse you propose will probably
b» seen here as taatamoimt t® atoc^ation of toglo-lgyptisn agree
ment on the Sudan, in reprisal for Nasser's anas deal. If wU
adopt it we should be prepared for Egyptian retaliatory action
against Base agreement either by admiBistratiire obstruction
or by aotoal abrogation, though latter might be delayed imtil
withdrawal is complete.
2, I believe that ftefre Is a ohw^e of our *0Aj£eving something alcmg the lines of paragraph I of your telegram Ho.2155, but that the proposed action oil %h® Sudan will greatly increase
the difficulty cs? either ourselves or ,the imerioaas getting
Hasser to act cm these Itoesj particularly on Palestine.
Foreign Office please pass Qwernor ©eneral Xhartcmm,
tJ.K*T»C« UmrtOTa ana Washington (all isaedlat©) as ly
telsgraas Kos. 1?4t 1S5 and 182 respectlirely.
Ckmeral Khartoum mi. U.K.T.G.
AWANCB GOPIS8;

of 4f rietai
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THE SUDAN

Confidential
Our latest suggestions for Self-Determination in the
Sudan were put to the Egyptian Prime Minister by Sir H.
Trevelyan on September 20.
to consider them.

Colonel Nasser asked for time

Fawzi may not yet have been told about

them.
2.

Briefly, our policy is as follows.

When Salah Salem was

Sealing with Sudanese affairs, the Egyptians publicly
committed themselves to agree to the Sudanese Parliament's
request that the choice between Union with Egypt and
Independence should be decided by means of a plebiscite
instead of a Constituent Assembly as provided JOSE in the
Anglo-Egyptian Agreement of 1953.

Though we have not made

any such promise publicly, it is generally known that we
also are ready to agree.

We are now seeking to convince the

Egyptians that we and they cannot go back on this.
Nevertheless, with the growing demand in the Sudan for
independence, which Nasser cannot ignore, and because recent
disturbances in the south will increase the difficulties of
holding an effective plebiscite, we should like to shorten
even more the rather laborious process of Self-Determination
provided for in the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement.

Our idea is

that both co-domini should publicly accept the principle of an
independent Sudan, thereby jointly gaining credit for
themselves in the eyes of the Sudanese.
with the need for a plebiscite.

This would do away

The process could be further

shortened if the Egyptians could agree to place the task of
constitution making in the hands of the present Parliament.
This would do away altogether with the need for electing a
Constituent Assembly.

Under this shortened procedure we

think it would still be useful to have an International
/Commission
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Commission as provided for in the .Anglo-Egyptian Agreement,
but its task would «**b be limited to supervising the drawing up
of the Constitution.

The Sudanese Parliament on August 22 chose

the countries from which the members of the Commission should be
drawn.
3«

-

It now seems possible that Nasser will not agree to go so far as

we suggest, but we have made it clear that, for our part* we
cannot go back on our support for a plebiscite (and we might even
be prepared to make our views publicly known so that the Sudanese
would realise we were not standing in their way, although we should
prefer to work in harmony with the Egyptian Government).
k*

We think that one of the main reasons for Nasser's hesitancy

about early independence for the Sudan may be that he fears that
he will not get a satisfactory agreement on the division of the
Nile Waters.

sfe have, therefore, authorised Sir H. Trevelyan

to tell Nasser, if he thinks it would'be useful, that we should be
ready to participate in tripartite talks on Nile Waters and to
impress on him that he is much more likely to get what he wants
from the Sudanese if he treats them generously.

We think it would

be a mistake from Egypt's" point of view to link a settlement of the
Mile Waters question'wi'th the" future constitutional position of the
Sudan, but we think that tripartite talks might appeal to Nasser as a
way of breaking the deadlock.

Our idea is that the talks should be

conducted at the technical level and that it may be possible, without
settling everything down to the last detail'-, to agree :on -a-formula
which would enable work on the Aswan Sigh Dam to be started.

The

tripartite talks would also pr'ovide an opportunity to put on record
officially^ the East African interest in Nile Waters.

If Nasser

likes our proposal we shall approach the Sudanese who have already
hinted that they would welcome our help involving this problem.

September 25> 1955.
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THE SODAS.

When we were trying to discuss with the Egyptians the
composition of the international commission to supervise the
process of self-determination in the Sudan they tried to outhid
it known publicly that, they
would "be prepared to let the Sudanese Parliament decide this
question.

That did not appear to us to he the intention of

the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement on the Sudan.

Though we

acquiesced, we thereafter did all we could to persuade the
Egyptians t© proceed in consultation with ourselves and not
again go "behind our hacks . Some two weeks ago Sir H.
frevelyan asked Golonel Jfasser for his view ah ©ut the Sudanese
request that the question of the Sudan's future should he

;

decided hy plebiscite instead of
ij^^
and further "IraggSTted to him that the whole process might he
shortened hy our making a joint declaration of Sudanese
independence.

Colonel Nasser has gust told Sir H. frevelyan

that he would agree to a p^eMse.ite hut would not agree to
declare Sudanese independence, since that would make his
*~~J"-«»«6««a<»W;,w.Mam.»i^*«*»ra«»»'*«ww

internal position difficult and would mean abandoning the
remaining Sudanese supporters of the idea of union.
2.

It would seem t© follow that we could embarrass Hasser if

we were to make it known that, if the Sudanese desire it, we
would agree to Sudanese independence without a plebiscite or
any electoral process.

We should of course thus he doing to

the Egyptians what Major Salem had heen doing t© us and what
Gelonel Hasser has promised not $© do.

It might annoy

Hasser Taut it would he favourably received in the Sudan and
ought not to arouse particular repercussions in other Arah
countries.
3.

We could adopt two methods;

/(a) to let
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(a) to let the fact toe known through the press;
(to) t© inform the Sudanese Prime Minister privately of
our view.
4.

If ©mr move is intended to make Nasser's position difficult

it would toe necessary that publicity should toe given to our
views.

But if we were to do this without informing the

Sudanese Prime Minister of our intentions we might eatch him
off "balance.

This we must avoid.

He may toe in a difficult

position when the Sudanese Parliament meets later this month
when he will toe under severe criticism over the mutiny in the
South and may find" quite™ a powerful coalition against him.
-•

.

.

.

''.I-.-

'-'

WSvWWttffSAjJ** ^

^ __

He

^p, •*** "Ull»>)ttto

"may also prefer that nothing should toe said until\he main toody
of Egyptian
troops has left on atoout/Oetotoer 12.
'"'"'"'"'•"°'":".,,
5. We should therefore inform the
privately of our intention and give him a chance of commenting
toefore we make our views putolic. BuVwe sjiould not give him
time to warn the Egyptians.
~~~"~~~"""^^

.
Qctotoer 5. 1955
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2,10 a, a. October 6, 1955

to &ovemcg~teieriil Ihartoum telegram So. 388
'for. . .inf omatian to Cairo ami
& view of Egyptian action $n< concluding an armaments deal
with Chechoslovakia, we aetd no laager ftel obliged to consult
Bg^tian susceptibilities so- tiarefully as hitherto over the
Sudan, fhere is a itreng oast on merit for speeding up the
process of the Sudanese towards independence. The original plan
•under the Anglo^gyptlan agreement would have required elections
for a constituent assembly before self -determination. The next
plan (advocated by the Sudan Parliament) was for a plebiscite.
lotto, these arrangements would involve international supervision.
Inhere stems no valid reason why the Sudanese should not be
allowed to decide upon independence without going t&ron$i these
difficult and perhaps toagerous processes, 1 haire also been
impressed by tht difficulty of yoar position in the interim
period* with responsibility but no" power* and by your strong
desire to $ee the whole process speeded tip,
2, Subject, therefore to your views, I proposerthat you
should inform the Sudanese Prime Minister at an early date
that Her Majesty's dofemment are ready to recognise the
isaefiiate independence of the Sudan if the Sudanese so desire,
and that an aanoaneement to this effect will shortly be made.
Pr@p®s&l would be to make the public snno-unoement not pore than
twenty-four hours after iaharl had been informed. Ito'f he would
haw an oppcrtnmity to pretest if he really objected, but
danger of leakage to the Egyptians would be avoided. The
action would not (repeat not) be presented as a *tlt for tat"
against M&sser* but rather as something which Her Majesty's
believe to be right and in the best interests of
Sudnu Xasser would be told immediately before publioation."
3. I shall be glad to have your coaaeuts urgently and
your advise upu» methods and -timing*' Tu principle, wt would
like to tike this action as soon as possible, unless you think
It itttssary to wait for the t@par"tert of the min b-ody of
British aad %yptian ' troops*
was*
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BRITISH

CAIRO .

10M/35/55
PBBSOSAL .IBB HESTBIQTED

September 29, 1955.

n
We have now deciphered Louis Panous'
manuscript letter and had copies typed. It
might perhaps be as well for you to have a .
copy and I enclose one herewith. I have not
had the enclosures typed as they are very
lengthy and do not contribute anything to
thelnain arguments set out in the letter.
Louis Fanous is an aged and very
verbose ex-Senator. He now has no official
capacity or political influence. This does
not however prevent him from talcing advantage
of every possible opportunity to bombard the
Embassy with his views. The trouble is that
these al?mys ignore the old proverb that
• "politics is the art of the possible" 1 .
I have had a tvio hour session with
Fanous in order to enable him to let off
steam. Ho further action is called for.

(J.K.DEIHKALL)

C.R.H. Rae, Esq..,
Room 57,

Foreign Office,
LOBDQH, S.W.1,

2
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POET

20, Hassan Sabry,
ZAlikLEK, Cairo,
24th September, 1955.

re» Anglo-Egypt3^.n Agreement,of 1955 on Sudanis Future and
Heed of Eevision in view of what is_ happenin g there.
i H.E. The IJnder-Secretary of State (Parliamentary) Mr. Turton,
c/o« British Embassy, Cairo*

Sir,

Being an old Egyptian Nationalist and for 22 years member of the
Senate, and having been educated at New College Oxford, under my
beloved old 'Putor the late H.A.L. Fisher, and had such good and many
friendships in Britain which made roe believe in and appreciate the
"mode of life" of your great people, I have always been keen, at
great personal oost to my person, to -work fistr a good understanding
between Egypt and Britain,
This is why I am now taking the liberty of addressing this letter
to you, as between two representatives of the people in their
respective countries, and in no way as speaking for our .government,
in order to put an immediate stop to the present trend in the Sudan
affairs, •which is resulting in an evil situation likely to be
disastrous to both Egypt and the Sudan, and consequently also to the
British.
I need noj? go into details, which y$u no doubt know better than I
do - but, from all the reliable information I have, it is clear that
the developments, since the Agreement was put^in operation, have been
of a nature to reveal the impossibility of letting it work out as
originally planned without the most dire and disastrous consequences which it may not be possible to retrieve, if allowed to take their full
coursee
She two basic conditions of that Agreement, viz. the Unity of the Sudan
North and South, and the provision of an atmosphere of neutrality
and freedom for self-determination, have both now collapsed - and cannot
be restored.
Firstly^ The sad developments in the Southern Sudan, which
threaten to become worse, have shown clearly the impossibility
of reconciling the Southerners, with their past memories of the
Northern Arabs1 relations with their folk, to the acceptance of
~*he Northern Politicians* domination - farliament or no Parliament for that would only mean a facade and a sham.
No peace in the Sudan as a whole could be realized without the
intervention of a third "white" party between the Northerners
and the Southerners - and peace is fundamentally essential not to be trifled with for the sake of a shibboleth, as selfgovernment much less self-determination, for a mass of tribes
that have no unity among them of any kind and no sense of
nationality at all. To give theaelatter importance, would be
shameless hypocrisy, and I feel sure, with my knowledge of
British morality, the British Government would not indulge in
such hypocrisy,
Secondly - She primary condition of freedom and neutrality,
it has become clearly evident from the present Sudan Cabinet
/of
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of El Azhari, can no longer be pretended to esist, after his open
declaration in favottr of "independence" and co-operation with
the Umma Party, while he and his colleagues and supporters in
Parliament had obtained their seats on the "unionist" ticket,
Everyone knows -what a faroe supposed "freedom and neutrality" in a
popular Election became^ in fact, when a government in power sets
its heart to get a certain result - the one it -wants - and we
in Egypt know from dire experience the reality of this, as does
your Embassy, who witnessed the Sidky and Muhaiamed lahmoud Elections
which ostensibly gave them huge majorities against the Wafd, only
to be reversed strongly at following elections under freer
conditions*
The issue in the self-determination contemplated election is
far too important (and vital to Egypt) to be so lightly trifled
with and permit its taking place under a declared blatant
partisanship as that lately revealed by the Azhari cabinet and his
Sudan Government.
To talk of an "International Commission" to supervise
the Election and ensure "the free and neutral atmosphere" stipulated
as an essential condition in the Agreement, would be worse than a
hypocrisy - a crime to truth and reality - whioh would lead to
future disasters,
For one thing, ¥e.. the jigyptian People, whatever any Government
of Egypt of the day may do, cannot and will "not
. . . j . - J J
or rather ostensible and pretended results , "that Agreement> of
1953
was made and signed by Gen. Neguib, head at the time of the
Revolution Government, which itself declared itself to be a
transjitioiiajy; government from the devolution to a Constitutional
Regime - 1 leave it to you to reason out the rest of its
implications, legal and diplomatic.
The reasons for this anti-Agreement (1953) attitude on the
part of the Egyptian People as a whole are not difficult to see
and appreciate - as a sound moral and political attitude to take,
I enclose soiae extracts from the statements made by eminent Br.iiis.h
Authorities on the fundamental issues at stake, from the Egyptian
National vital jint erests point of view, which I trust will give
you the elements necessary for a sound judgment.
To these I need only add the substance of the further extracts
confirming Egyptian rights in the Sudan and these resolve themselves
into the fact that the Egyptian People were called upon by Lord
Cromer, as British Representative, and other British Authorities
to make great sacrifices, financial and other,' to their great cost
in health, that is life and education, to help the people in the
Sudan as being their brothers and the Sudan "an integral part of
Egypt", and are so vital to their very existence - life itself and their national well-being. (See Cromer and Milner and
Garstin^s statements in notes attached).
Besides, there is another reason why the British.Government .....
must, in fidelity to itself and its declared policy of acting
in the interest of the People of the Sudan, the sarae as Egypt
did in the Treaty of 1936, now revise their position in the
1953 Agreement, namely that it is^ jiot in the reaj. best interests
of the people in the Sudan as a whole, to go on with the policy
embodied in that Agreement, which, by the way, seems to have been
made in undue hurry and under stress of momentary [psychological
disequilibrium on the part of both Egyptian and British for,
otherwise, no sane man, with knowledge of the facts, can understand
how it was made and in that queer form, and the undue haste for its
execution - especially as regards the sabotaging of the Sudan
Administration in top haste, before an adequate substitute was
available.
There can only be one way, and at that the only real solution^
and that is for the British Government to honour its jdedges to
Egypt, so often given in the past, and agree to the restoration of the
/de jure
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of the Sudanese themselves.
er as Mr. Churchill hif elf on thJ
.
of the Sudan with Egypt, £**"£*£ ^ s a t h t i c comectiom of
said, after referring to "the ^fj^s Sot Snef It alone - the
Bgypt and the S^dan" - ttet ^ ^J n° ^r% as he- concluded,
advantages of the oo ^^^^ll^^^
"hically an integral part
"if the Sudan is thus »atura^y ^/f^^ development of the Sudan
Singled" and
t
f
M
theyJoould not improve apart"

(Signed) L.A. PAHOUS.
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SECRETARY QF STATE

This conflict of ©pinion between Cairo ana Khartoum was
(Flag A)

inevitable. You will see from Sir Knox Helm's paragraph 5
that we have until Tuesday next to make up our minds finally.
Indeed you might prefer to allow yourself a few more days
so as to foe able if necessary to consult 'your colleagues again
©u Thursday. There is 10 absolute need, I think, for the
action to be taken on the very day after the departure of the

(Flag 1)

troops.
2. I an not myself inclined to be pat off by Sir H.Trevelyan's
warnings. It is true that the Chiefs of Staff attach
importance to the Base Agreement and particularly the overflying rights which go with it; so that an abrogation ©f the
Agreement by Egypt would be a serious blow to us. But if
Egypt is prepared to go so far as that in retaliation for our
offering early independence to a fellow Arab people, I cannot
believe that the overflying rights we enjoy under the Base
Agreement will be ©f very great value to us if ever we wanted
to make use of them in connexion with the maintenance of our
position in the Gulf or Africa. The abrogation ©f the Base
Agreement would be a very considerable further step by Egypt
away fro® co-operation with the West ani would have even more
dangerous polical consequences than the arms deal with

(Flag G)

Czechoslovakia.
3. As regards Sir I. Trevelyen's second paragraph, I wish he
could show us some evidence that there is a chance of Nasser
limiting his Iron Curtain arms deal and mitigating its political
effects. I doubt whether we increase his respect for us by
appearing to accept tamely a defeat ©f the kind he has
administered to us.
ij..

The overriding considerations seem to me that we want to

/get
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get ©tat of the Sudan soon; that a speeding up of the process of
self -det e^ina tie® is clearly in the interests of the Sudanese
people and im BO way damages real Egyptian interests; and that
it is a position which we can publicly defend smch more easily
than Nasser can his,
5.

However, there are eertain£risks^and you will want to think
the matter ever carefully. If there were some evidence next week

that Nasser was really trying to be good, we might possibly be wise
to delay the operation.

October 7* 1955
to*.
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SECRET

PROM C/iIRO TO FOREIGN 0

Gypher/OTP
MITEIMLL DISTRIBUTION
Sir H. Trevelyan
D. 4.07a.m. October 7, 1955
R. 4.30 a.m. October..?, 1955

October 6, 1955
PROpJITT
SECRET
bcJ5£^

Repeated for information to Washington
Your telegram No. 2139: Soviet bloc arms for Egypt.
I spoke to the Prime Minister accordingly on October 6.
I also said that I hoped that he had fully realised at our last
interview the seriousness with which this matter was regarded in
London, and clearly understood the dangers to Egypt's relations
with the West, which I had explained to him on your instructions
on that occasion.
2, When I told him that he should have discussed the matter
with me before concluding the deal, he again referred to his
interview with my predecessor. Ho said that he had told Byroade
in June that if he could not get arms from the United States, he
¥/ould have to turn to Russia. Byroade had told my predecessor,
who had next day come to deliver a message from Her Majesty's
Government which was a threat that we would stop all arms supplies
if he did so. He had therefore felt that he could not helpfully
discuss the matter any further with us. His Q.M.G. had had a
similar experience with Mr. Shuckburgh. I said that I had no
doubt that both my predecessor and Mr. Shuckburgh had rightly
pointed out the dangers of such action. He insisted that he had
received only threats which had made it impossible for him to
discuss the question further with us.
3o 'When I said that his speech had given the impression
that he had received no cooperation from the United Kingdom,
which was not true, he replied that he was talking only about
arms and not about other forms of cooperation. I said that that
was certainly not the impression which readers of the speech
had obtained.
4. He did not contest my figures of our deliveries of arms
to Egypt and Israel. He showed that he understood my point
about what would be the effect of their publication, but said.
/that.
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that, contrary to my view, he was quite sure that Israel was able
to get considerable quantities of arms from other sources. He
said that I argued that we had kept the balance, but both my
predecessor and my United States colleague, in urging on him
restraint on the Gaza border, had repeatedly told, him that the
Israeli forces were stronger, and would beat the Egyptian forces
if there were a serious clash. I said that they had no doubt
urged restraint on him, but could not have suggested that the
Israelis were far stronger in arms, since we had carried out the
policy of the Tripartite Declaration. He again referred to
British Press reports that the Israelis were far stronger. I
replied that I had already told him that you understood the
feelings of his army at hearing Israeli boasts, and that he did
not surely regard statements of this sort in the Press as a serious
military estimate.
.5. I then referred to the French paper concerning British
deliveries to Israel, which he had used in his speech. I reminded
him that I had already told him that .the Sherman tanks were not a
British export to Israel, and gave him enough comments upon some
of the remaining items to show him that the list was unreliable.
He said that it was an official French publication. I said that I
understood it to be only an unofficial news-letter circulated to
the French Press, but he repeated that it was put out before
publication in "Le Monde" by the French Government as propaganda
directed to the Arab countries. He then referred to the French
deals. He said that the French had agreed to sell the Israelis
MX tanks, Mysteres and 155 MM guns. The first four tanks had
arrived in Israel before the parade there in April, and deliveries
were going on. In April or May he had made a deal with the French
that in consideration of certain changes in their policy and
propaganda on Worth Africa, the French would supply him with
similar armaments. Delivery of the aircraft (Mystere Us), however,
[? grp. omitted] not going to start for 12 months, and they had
still been negotiating on this when the French cancelled the
deliveries under the contract, which had not yet begun. The
French deliveries to Israel had not been cancelled. He neither
produced nor mentioned the British military intelligence document
(my telegram No. 1372).
/6. The
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6. The Prime Minister then repeated his thesis that all
he wanted was security. Up till Gaza attack in February, he
had concentrated his resources on development. He did not want
to spend his money on arms, "but had "been forced to after that
date.
7. I had an opportunity to refer in passing to the Johnston
plan. He said that he was waiting for the views of the other
Arab States, and I did not pursue the matter.
8. I have no doubt that the Prime Minister fully understands
the seriousness with which you regard his action.
Foreign Office please pass Priority to Washington as my
telegram No. 181.
[Repeated to Washington]
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1 tiave now recousideret this qiesticaa^ I tMx&
that Bce H«ar Majesty* s lilbagsate' at Cairo has so
^stti with Colcaiel lass®? that the Eprpttau
praetle© of tiding to foroe our boad % press reifetses
stafttl cease ®s$ l«s@r has slnse then ooaipllefi with
thist it wouli be a alsteke for us to rarer! to stjch a
ieth0i* At the s«e ti» I ai swe that In the interest*
of tli© Sudan itself it would Is© wry wch letter to awit
the dlffloi&tie* iuherent is haldiag & plebiscite aod
also to shorten the pedod in which yon tare left with
authority but little power to enforce it'«
beit wthet of a^defing this e»dt whilst
adhering to the THroesduv* agreed with Iassert wo^tld be to
arrange for the ittitiatlfe to -be
bf the S^tej«st
<loveniiaent« Please* therefore, wless FOU see seriou*
ob^ectiesip wot to the Sutoies® Prime 1tt»istea? tl»
in f avcrar of ths Stadai©©©
Faxftlmnt itself malcSug tlie
choice i*out the Sudan1® future status and
w& to
request the e d l i i forthwith to fall i» with that
*
roposal, Tou snolw add isa oonfitae® that if he
er Majesty' § QoreniBent would be p«^aa?e4 to urge Ctolcmel
Nasser to agree*
5* If Colon el' Hasser. on further 2>etle0ti0a
the idea, w shall ha.v» aohiewd ow «ate ctojeotiye*
If he itill prowi reoaloitrant it lill
be opes to
us to tell Ms that we shall haw to let our view

be
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5* If Atfint teclltses to asfee th» »qwst^ 1
to reecssslter the aatter» But cue ccmcliisic» w©
should prdbfitoly tere to tew is tMt w« QiaiTJot
necessarily rely om lnim to support; my uollateval actlou
we night take to "briag alio^t a sliort oiffc to iu&ipeBtenoe
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to

tetoum

IB.

.'O. M.8.F.
yesltr^y comssexAed <m statesaeid. by Luc©
an October IS in Htetertiis Alnmum in wMeli lacse alfirme4 tl»t
policj was t© «speet Suiaaese wiihes aai teiaee forward not to
staiul in the way of aw ^BW!O|)B»I* itstod by ttenu TMs .oouUI be set
officfeU^ In wrlttog If ttoy so
2,
ArtSel® w»3n®4 Sii<^i»se agatosfc uatterlyisg impjieatlesas of tMs
seemingly kind massage and tinsn s@te4 wtetJhsr Lace "coiBidsrs Ms
support for a declaration at Sucknese iiidapendsnce by the Sackrisso
BMrlton»A aoA Brftoln% feeogi^loa <rf ttet ta^»p®nilejice in tbft Presstt
will gain for IKT the aympattiy andfritn^Mp of tins Su*i»se people ? *
CTMs appeals to iwtar to flatter yesark by Lu« «rrte4 b A» oa
Qetd»r 13, fo^ mot quoted by ^tem, tl»t If
decided on inclai^ncience Britain would sur:,port its decisions.

3.
BritiBh policy
®ljm& it
Anglo-Egyptian
Britain 1*4fo@«»tryteg for a tog time to
; tat Its protitois. She went so £r as to
ea'uve tte ^st«rl»«je® la the Mt&h '< to teo|0 of ©pasting a sltmtion lin^si1
which the A c-reement would b« amulled.

pro^/idsd for in the

